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Abstract

Plasma nitriding was employed to treat martensitic stainless steel type AISI 420. The ability to remove the passive film from
the surface is an important advantage in this process in order to guarantee a homogeneous surface treatment. The resulting nitrided
surface shows the presence of a compound layer and a diffusion zone. The interface between the diffusion zone and the substrate
is flat, as a consequence of the high chromium content on the alloy. The precipitation of chromium nitrides is also responsible
for the high levels of hardening obtained. A value up to 1350 HV 0.025 constituting a maximum hardness was obtained. Diffusion
depth increases with an increase of the nitriding temperature as measured by optical microscopy and verified by the hardness
profiles. Calculated diffusion coefficients of nitrogen were very low compared to the data for alpha iron, and allow calculation of
the Arrhenius behaviour during the process.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nitriding is a thermochemical surface treatment wide-
ly used to treat steels and alloys. The main advantages
of this process are the improvement of wear and fric-
tional properties, corrosion, and fatiguew1x. Plasma
nitriding w2–4x is one of the most versatile nitriding
processes with many advantages over the conventional
salt-bath and gas nitriding. The control of the metallur-
gical properties of the nitrided surface is the most
important advantage of the plasma nitriding process,
especially for high alloy steels. Nowadays, duplex and
hybrid layers are gaining in importance, requiring prior
nitriding of the substrate. For the development of these
processes, the understanding of the plasma nitriding
behavior of the martensitic stainless steel is a very
important step.
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The aim of the present investigation is to study
nitriding characteristics of the high-alloyed chromium
steel. As pointed out by literaturew5,6x, the presence of
alloying elements, particularly nitrides forming, have a
strong influence on the hardening, morphology and
kinetics characteristics of the nitrided surface. The influ-
ence of nitride forming elements is dependent on the
degree of interaction with nitrogen. Elements like Al
and Ti have a strong interaction with nitrogen, while
the interaction of Cr is dependent on the alloy content
on steel. It is considered that chromium content below
5.6 mass percent has intermediate interaction behaviour,
and for higher contents, this element presents strong
interaction characteristics.
Martensitic stainless steels are widely used as molds

for plastic injection and glass molding, cutting tools,
structural parts, automotive components, surgical and
dental instruments, where wear and corrosion properties
are also required. In a previous work, the plasma
nitriding of the steel type AISI 440B was studied,
allowing us to best understand the hardening character-
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Fig. 1. Surface microstructures observed in SEM after nitriding at 480
8C (a) and 5608C (b). Nital 4%.

istics and selective nitriding on properties and fabrica-
tion route of piston rings in order to increase the
performance and safe costsw7x. Results for the type
AISI 420, plasma nitrided at temperatures from near
480 to 5608C, showed that the hardening effect is high
enough to increase the hardness on the nitrided case
from 380 HV up to 1350 HV, and a planar nitriding
interface growth modew8–10x. In the present article, we
intend to best investigate and understand the kinetics
and the morphology of the nitrided case.

2. Experimental methods

A wrought martensitic stainless steel type 420 was
received in the annealed round bar condition. The
chemical composition in mass percent was Fe-0.40C–
13.5Cr–0.25V. In the as received annealed state, the
microstructure was composed of a ferritic matrix with a
secondary M C carbide dispersion. Before nitriding,23 6

the samples were cut transverse from the original bar
obtaining 5 mm thick samples. All the samples were
quenched in oil, from austenitizing temperature of 1025
8C, and double tempered at 5808C for 36.0 HRC
substrate hardness, to avoid the substrate hardness loss
after nitriding.
The equipment used in the experimental work was a

hot wallydirect current glow-discharge furnace, from
ELTROPULS GmbH, with a vacuum chamber: 450 mm
diameter and 800-mm high. A computer system controls
simultaneously the most important nitriding parameters
such as: gas mixture, pressure, voltage, temperature and
time. During thermochemical treatment, before the
nitriding step, the samples were sputtered in high-density
pure hydrogen plasma to remove the passive oxide film
from the surface. The nitriding temperatures were 480,
500, 520, 540 and 5608C, with constant time and gas
mixture composition. The nitriding time was 4 h and
the gas mixture ratio was NyH s3y1. The selected2 2

process parameters upon the nitriding step were: voltage:
470 V, pulse duration: 50ms, pulse repetition: 150ms
and pressure: 250 Pa. Two thermocouples were used
embedded in the samples in order to best guarantee the
treatment temperature accuracy.
Nitrided surface microstructure was observed using

the optical (OM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), after etching by Nital 4%. The nitriding depth
was measured by the OM using an image analysis
system; LEO 500 MC. Microhardness measurements
were performed using Vickers measurements with 25 g
load. Additionally, X-ray diffractometry(XRD) analysis
were performed on the compound layer and diffusion
zone using CuK radiation(ls0.1542 nm) in conven-a

tionaluy2u Bragg–Brentano symmetric geometry. Addi-
tionally, analysis by energy dispersive electron
spectroscopy(EDS) was used for the characterization
of nitrogen distribution across the nitrided case. The

case depth at each nitriding temperature allows us to
determine the diffusion coefficient of nitrogen on the
matrix. The activation energy for diffusion and the
frequency factor were evaluated by measuring the evo-
lution of the nitriding depth as a function of temperature,
assuming that the diffusion coefficient obeys Arrhenius
behaviour.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the surface microstructures after the
nitriding treatments. For all the nitriding temperatures,
the nitrided case is composed of an upper compound
layer and a lower diffusion zone. At the present work,
the decrease of nitriding temperature up to 4808C was
not effective to avoid the compound layer formation, as
a result of the high nitrogen potential used on the
nitriding gas mixture. Similar results were obtained after
plasma nitriding martensitic stainless steel type AISI
410 (0.1%C–12%Cr) at temperatures higher than 450
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Fig. 2. Hardness profiles determined for each nitriding temperature.
Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern for the compound layer after nitriding
at 5608C.

Fig. 4. EDS spectrum for the nitriding in two different nitriding tem-
peratures, measured at 80mm depth.

8C and high nitrogen potential on the gas mixture
w11,12x. Previous work on steel type AISI 440B
(0.90%C–18%Cr) w7x showed that the compound layer
is avoided after nitriding at 5208C, for 4 h with a gas
mixture containing 50%N . For both AISI 410w12x and2

AISI 420 w13x steels, on lower nitriding temperature,
the compound layer and the continuous sub-microscopic
nitrides precipitation on diffusion zone are not present.
According to the most recent work from Kimw13x,
when the nitriding temperature is close to 4008C the
diffusion zone is composed by a so-called ‘expanded
martensite’, similar to the expanded austenitewg x ver-N

ified on low temperature nitriding austenitic stainless
steelsw14,15x.
Upon increasing of the nitriding temperature, there

was a thickening of the nitriding case, compound layer
and diffusion zone. Regarding the diffusion zone there
was no grain boundaries of nitrides network, and a well-
defined planar interface between the diffusion zone and
the substrate is observed for all nitriding temperatures.
The hardness profiles, Fig. 2, shows a strong hardening
effect by nitriding, due to the precipitation of a fine and
homogeneousg9-Fe N,´-Fe N and CrN nitridesw10–4 2–3

12,16x on diffusion zone. The main characteristic of the
hardness profiles was a sharp decrease after the maxi-
mum hardness horizontal plateau; the hardness profiles
were coincident in shape with the nitrogen profile across
the nitrided case, and were closely related to the nitriding
mechanism. Using the EDS spectra Fig. 3, a clear
difference can be seen between the nitrogen content
measured at a fixed depth of 80mm, after nitriding at
480 and 5608C. Marchevw12x results for ion-nitriding
of the grade AISI 410, showed flat horizontal hardening
profiles for nitriding at 5108C and gradual for nitriding
at 4008C, suggesting that different nitriding mechanism
for the diffusion zone growth are present at low and
high nitriding temperature.
For the compound layer, the X-ray diffraction pattern

in Fig. 4 shows thatg9-Fe N,´-Fe N and CrN nitrides4 2–3

are present. These results are in accordance with those,

recently presented by Borgioli and co-workersw16,17x,
but two extra peaks were observed in this study for 2u
positions of 79.018 and 77.428, corresponding to theg9-
Fe N and CrN nitrides, respectively. The analysis of the4

four CrN peaks allow us to determine the lattice param-
eter for this cubic nitride as being 0.412"0.002 nm,
close to the value presented byJCPDS-ICDD data�

files, 0.414 nm.
From the nitriding depth data, the diffusion coefficient

of nitrogen was calculated for each temperature using
the equation , where ‘x’ is the nitriding depth,yxs D tN
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Fig. 5. Determination of the activation energy using linear regression.

‘D ’ is the effective diffusion coefficient of nitrogenN

and ‘t’ is the nitriding time. By using calculates ofDN

data and considering Arrhenius-type behaviour; the acti-
vation energy for nitrogen diffusion was calculated using
linear regressionw18,19x, as shown in Fig. 5. From the
calculated activation energy the effective diffusion coef-
ficient of nitrogen on plasma nitriding such as high
chromium steel may be described by the equation below:

B Ey125.1y05 C FD s6.066=10 exp .N
D GRT

Some nitriding mechanisms have been presented
recently on plasma nitriding of martensitic stainless steel
w7–13x, and allow us to support the presented results.
According to Kimw13x, the activation energy for plasma
nitriding the steel AISI 420 at 4008C is 33.43 kJymol.
However, at this temperature the volume diffusion of
nitrogen on the matrix is the unique operating processes,
expanding the martensite lattice, but without any nitride
precipitation. Comparing to the present results, the need
of nitrides precipitation on the temperatures used in this
work is the reason for the highest activation energy
value. On high temperature nitriding, where nitrides
precipitation are ready to occurw7–12x, the growth of
the nitrided case is affected by the precipitation reactions
at the moving interface, affecting the value of the
calculated activation energy. In this case, it is verified
that the nitrides precipitation delays the process and
increase the activation energy.
Markev w12x shows the nitrogen compositional pro-

files across the nitrided interface for the steel type AISI
410 after low (400 8C), and high (510 8C) nitriding
temperature. At 5108C, the compositional profile is
horizontal, step-shaped; while at 4008C the nitrogen
profile exhibit a more gradual decrease. In both case the
hardness profiles follow the compositional profile, sug-
gesting a different nitriding mechanism. As pointed out
by Moller and co-workers for the ion nitriding of¨

aluminium w20x, the activation energy reflects not only
the need for nitrogen diffusion across the nitrided case,
but also the need for chromium diffusion from under
laying bulk positions to the nitriding interface for the
CrN nitride precipitation.

4. Conclusions

For all the nitriding temperatures, the nitrided surface
is composed of the compound layer and the diffusion
zone, even at low temperatures, as a result of the high
nitrogen potential on the gas mixture. The diffusion
zone is free from intergranular nitrides and the interface
between the diffusion zone and the substrate is flat.
The maximum nitriding surface hardness was up to

1500 HV 0.025. The hardness profiles show a step-
shaped decrease from the maximum hardness to the core
hardness. This behaviour is a consequence of the com-
plex nitriding reactions that take place at the interface,
and reflects the nitrogen compositional profile across
the nitrided case.
The calculated effective diffusion coefficient calculat-

ed herein is the result of both nitrogen volume diffusion
and nitrides precipitation reactions at the interface. For
the same reason, the activation energy for nitriding the
high chromium steel is two times higher than that for
the pure iron, and four times higher than for the steel
grade 420 nitrided at low temperature. The calculated
kinetic parameters,D and Q, were affected by theN

complex reactions that took place at the interface, and
cannot be assumed solely as a function of the volume
diffusion of nitrogen on the tempered martensite matrix,
but more controlled by the precipitation reactions at the
nitriding interface.
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